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FOREWORD

IT IS A PR IVILEGE TO SERVE AS Governor General of Antigua and Barbuda at the time of  

our inaugural National Pavilion at La Biennale di Venezia. Noted for our hospitality, we have long  

been on the map as a tourist destination; and it is rewarding to now add our status as a major cultural 

destination through participation in La Biennale di Venezia.

Our nation has much in common with Venice—from the unparalleled beauty and vulnerability of  

living at the water’s edge, to the rich patina of history and architectural heritage. As with Venice,  

Antigua is a long-established naval power, and English Harbour pays homage to some of Britain’s  

legendary leaders, including Lord Nelson. Living in close proximity to nature, both societies have  

access to the fragile beauty of waterfront communities, and at the same time recognize the  

responsibility to engage in sustainable practices to conserve our resources for future generations.

And as with Venetians, our inhabitants practice tolerance and the freedom to pursue their own 

dreams. This is in keeping with the theme of the Biennale Arte 2017, which analyzes how artists 

create their own universes, and use their philosophies to combat social injustices and inequality.  

Our featured artist, Antiguan Frank Walter (1926–2009), stands as one of the most profound  

thinkers and enigmatic Caribbean artists of our time. 

A genius and man noted as the first person of color to manage a sugar plantation, Walter was  

highly regarded by his countrymen. He traveled abroad for nearly eight years to gain insight into 

cutting-edge practices in agriculture and industry, garnering knowledge to bring back to his fellow 

Antiguans. Possessed of a high IQ, he was also often perceived as an eccentric. The victim of  

racism, he was labeled as a madman in many developed countries, and subsequently returned to  

Antigua. In the heart of St. John’s and under stark rural circumstances, he labored as an artist,  

composer, playwright, and poet, out of a burning desire to portray the many fine qualities he  

cherished about his home. The peaceful character of Antigua and its people proved to be the  

place where he was able to do exactly that—and he produced over 5,000 works of art and wrote  

over 25,000 pages of prose and poetry.

As a physician and Governor General, it is good to live in a tolerant society that is capable of  

celebrating excellence in others. It makes all Antiguans and Barbudans proud to know that in our 

country, we possess the compassion and generosity to foster opportunity for all, and encourage all 

people to follow their conscience.  

 — HIS EXCELLENCY, SIR RODNEY WILLIAMS 

    GOVERNOR GENERAL OF ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

OPPOSITE: Detail of Plate 119, Milky Way Galaxy, ca. 1994



Self-Portrait in Tree, n.d., oil on card, 9.8 x 8 cm.
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Reality is a very subjective affair. I can only define it as a kind of gradual accumulation of information . . . .  

You can get nearer and nearer . . . to reality; but you never get near enough because reality is an infinite 

succession of steps, levels of perception, false bottoms, and hence unquenchable, unattainable.

—VLADIMIR NABOKOV 
1

A DECADE AGO, NEW YORK CITY–BASED ART H ISTORIAN BARBARA PACA first encountered 

the aging artist Frank Walter in Antigua on Bailey Hill in Falmouth Harbour. Paca—a white woman 

of means and privilege—was immediately drawn into Walter’s orbit and he became her mentor. For 

Walter—a black man—Paca reminded him of the fair-skinned unrequited love of his youth, and he 

often dreamily referred to her as “Eileen.” His long-lost love came to be embodied in Paca, a statu-

esque redhead and a direct descendant of William Paca, a signer of the Declaration of Independence 

and third governor of Maryland. Through his friendship with Paca, Walter sought the recognition he 

had lacked from the Anglo-Saxon community as well as the global art world.

Much of Walter’s life was spent grappling with his mixed-race heritage as Antigua moved toward 

independence from Britain. His preoccupation with his own whiteness was a symptom of his time 

period, as psychologist, anticolonial activist, and Caribbean native Frantz Fanon explained in 1952: 

“there is but one destiny for the black man. And it is white.”2 In Walter’s case, this fate was perhaps 

more pronounced due to his formative years. When he was a child, his grandmother narrated  

romanticized stories of his aristocratic German heritage—emphasizing his noble white birth and 

claiming their dark skin was simply a consequence of being “kissed by the sun.”3 Walter’s loving up-

bringing set the scene for his exceptional trajectory, but it also planted seeds of torment and discon-

tent. Where he viewed himself as a white man, others saw a black man—creating a rupture between 

reality and fantasy that affected all areas of his life.

Later in life, Walter coined the term Europoid to articulate his belief that he was a member of a race 

of transplanted, colonial Europeans. He believed that the “slight difference of expression between 

[him] and a type of European people…[was] based strictly on the environmental difference [of]… 

being bred and born 17 degrees north of the equator.”4 With his identity set by a young age, Walter 

received a superb education and became Antigua’s first person of color to manage a sugar plantation. 

He came to regard himself as the local “Sugar King” before setting out on an industrial grand tour of 

Europe during the 1950s. 

Walter’s ambitious personality made the racism and exclusion he faced during his European  

experience deeply painful. Despite his extensive and exquisite résumé, he was relegated for years  

to manual labor. Feeling unwanted and rejected is an ugly reality for anybody, and during this period 

THE IMAGINATIVE REALITY OF FRANK WALTER’S UNIVERSE

INTRODUCTION
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Walter leaned heavily on his imagination to cope. Connecting himself to godly or royal figures  

such as Jesus Christ and King Charles II, Walter tried to turn his disappointments into kingly  

misadventures, as he would throughout his life. 

When Walter returned to Antigua, he ran unsuccessfully for prime minister with a sound platform 

that prioritized an independent agricultural economy. He ultimately withdrew into rural isolation, 

dedicating himself to the exploration of his artistic yearnings and ideas for environmental sustain- 

ability. For decades, Walter worked privately as a visual artist, inventor, philosopher, and writer.  

He created everything from playing-card-size landscapes and alphabet drawings to agricultural  

machinery and wooden statuettes. His 1969 inventory lists hundreds of oil and watercolor paintings  

as well as musical scores, manuscripts, plays, and poems. He dreamed of displaying his work in 

public and created detailed plans for several unrealized exhibitions, as well as for a proposed Antiguan 

museum in which his work would form the basis of a national collection. 

The impressive culmination of Walter’s output demonstrates that an artist’s oeuvre often maps the 

contours of his life. Each piece Walter created contributed to his self-invention and aided in the  

construction of his identity and worldview. The immediacy of his images—whether seascapes,  

landscapes, portraits, or even a ballerina’s leg—forms layers of meaning and builds on significant 

memories, ideas, and fantasies. In total and in situ in his home, Frank Walter’s work formed a holistic 

and ingenious universe.

In his visual art as well as in his writing, Walter did not make clear distinctions between the real  

and the imaginary. His autobiography, for instance, is ornate and displaced, often reading like a tale 

of a dream. It is clear that embellishment and invention belie Walter’s actual misery and perceived 

failure. Through his work he bolstered himself, reimagining his life by making present what he  

most conspicuously lacked—recognition. In the process, Walter transformed himself into a white 

man and a descendant of gods and royalty—thereby positioning the man of flesh and blood in the 

realm of fiction.

There are literary parallels to Walter’s persona and his emphasis on historical anachronisms and  

European nobility. He could be seen as a new incarnation of protagonist Alonso Quixano in  

Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote (1605), who reads so many medieval romances that he decides  

to revive chivalry and undo wrongs as a nobleman. Walter could also be straight from “Pierre 

Menard, Author of the Quixote,” the 1939 short story by Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges. In 

this work, an invented reviewer considers Menard’s Quixote to be more relevant than Cervantes’s 

original, because the fictional Menard was so fully absorbed in Don Quixote he was able to re-create  

it through personal experience. 

Perhaps more than any other character, Walter is reminiscent of the eccentric Charles Kinbote from 

Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Pale Fire (1962). Kinbote, a university professor in American Appalachia, 

annotates the poem “Pale Fire,” written by another character, poet John Shade, and the centerpiece of 

the eponymous novel. Kinbote’s improbable commentary fills Shade’s bland poem with a grandiose 

account of Kinbote’s life in hiding as Charles II, the exiled ruler of Zembla, a fictional place named 

as a play on the Russian word zemlya, meaning “land.” Like Walter, Kinbote blurs the lines between 

delusion and imagination when he narrates his experiences as King Charles II, whose faraway land 

has been overtaken by communism. 
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Nabokov, an aristocratic immigrant from Soviet Russia, wrote Pale Fire as a purely fictional construct 

and an attempt to handle the painful reality of exile in 1962, at the height of the Cold War. Kinbote’s 

and Nabokov’s Zembla is the forever-lost imperial Russia. Walter’s own Zembla, or unattainable land, 

can be seen as Protestant Europe from which he, a black Catholic, was excluded. Walter tried to deny 

this reality by arguing that the very reasons for his marginalization—his Catholic faith and  

Caribbean heritage—made him uniquely suited to be the savior of Europe and, more specifically,  

of British colonialism. 

As Europe’s defender, Walter strongly condemned communism as a threat. In a pale-blue exercise 

book from 1967 titled “The Supreme Soviet,” Walter analyzed Soviet politics and offered cosmic and 

quixotic ideas to save the world from what he considered the communist menace. He believed he was 

destined to reinvigorate and return the Continent to its former imperial glory by repelling the Soviet 

empire run by the proletarians.

Walter’s championing of Europe went against the anticolonial liberation movements sweeping  

Western colonies at the time. Figures such as Walter’s Caribbean counterpart, Frantz Fanon, led the 

way in articulating the oppression of European colonizers. More than simply seeking national inde-

pendence and self-governance, Fanon and others wanted to liberate colonists from the suffocating 

and damaging pretension that European civilization was the universal destiny of all mankind. 

In contrast, Walter’s understanding of postcolonialism was that the colonized or formerly colonized 

be treated as equals in the white Western European context. He was fully invested in the idea that 

British culture—a cross between biology and manners—was the inevitable center of world civiliza-

tion. He aspired to the same level of “civility” exhibited by the self-assured and condescending British 

and saw his blackness as an unjust mistake of birth. Virtually every action, word, and creation was in-

tended to prove he belonged among the whitest Europeans and that he was on par with such figures 

as Mary, Queen of Scots, and Adolf Hitler.

Walter’s high-society mannerisms were reminiscent of another literary character, Mr. Warburton of 

Somerset Maugham’s 1920s short story “The Outstation.” In the middle of the South Sea island  

jungle, Mr. Warburton appears a typical Brit of his and Walter’s generation. Towering and self- 

assured in his national superiority, he believed that disciplines and discourses are the products of  

a culture by and for the white man, who was the predestined master at the top of the ladder of  

civilization. Relating to the other typically took the form of paternalistic pity. In the colonized 

non-European races, this arrogance bred exasperation, anger, and even madness; Walter was no  

exception. Racial, personal, and other slights that Walter experienced drew him deeper into his  

imaginary world, where he survived by believing he was equally white and highborn. 

Beyond manners and genealogies, Walter sought “to prove at all costs to the whites the wealth of …

[his] intellect and equal intelligence.”5 He embraced Western culture and a worldview rooted  

in Enlightenment humanism, epitomized in Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man (ca. 1490).  

This idealized drawing of a man references the mathematical proportions defined by Roman architect 

Vitruvius and serves as an analogy for man’s relationship to the universe. Similarly, Walter saw  

himself as a Renaissance man. He was versed in a variety of arts and sciences and ordered his art  

practice in a universal way, covering many aspects of knowledge and human interactions. 
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Walter showed himself to be an all-encompassing Vitruvian in his own right through the many ways 

he contradicted his insular, Eurocentric tendencies. He had great concern for the people and world 

around him, rising to Fanon’s directive “that an individual must endeavor to assume the universalism 

inherent in the human condition.”6 His artistic persona as a universal man was based on the notions 

of dignity and equality and took on a scale that eclipsed his obsessive desire to fit into the culture of 

Western Europe. Trapped by convention, he ran away from it to live in nature for the latter part of 

his life and dedicated himself to creating a world that was truly universal. 

While Walter felt himself to be English, his artwork was also deeply steeped in Caribbean tradition. 

His oils, watercolors, poems, prose, and carvings constituted a unique mixture of races, cultures, and 

classes. He undeniably celebrated Antigua through his treatment of local and indigenous people in 

painting and sculpture. Yet nowhere was his universalism more evident than in his landscapes and 

his reverential relationship with nature. Living for decades in the bush, as Henry David Thoreau had 

once done for a few years at Walden Pond, Walter was a lifelong, passionate student of the natural 

world who explored local techniques for sustainable agriculture and water conservation. It is in the 

humble surroundings of nature that Walter finally found his own majesty. 

Life after death is Walter’s fate. He wanted to be celebrated during his lifetime, but he also saw  

himself as eternal—consistently ignoring chronological constructs in favor of cosmic configurations. 

As all artists of genius do, Walter foresaw the future, and he never lost hope that one day a Barbara 

Paca would arrive in his corner of the world to see him the way he wanted to be seen—as an artist 

who transformed his imperfect reality into a work of art.

 — NINA KHRUSHCHEVA
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